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sulmmT.!.

Tests were made in the Langley stability tunnel to
comparrethe drag of eir?lme confldvretiorishavtig con-
ventional bodies with that of an airplane configuration
intended to carry cargo ir,a detachable airfoil-sheped
body, The results of these tests me presented graphl- “
cel’.y. An analysis of tileperformance and longitudinal
stabi.llty and control characteristics of a lifting-body
cargo airplane !s also presented, and this type is com-
Fared with a more conventional cargo eirpiane.

Comparison of tha polars obtained by the eqelysis
with the experimental results obtained for a specific
model shows th~t the methods used will give reasonably
good comparative performance estimates. Although the
specific assunmtions used may be open to question, tb-e.
comparison of the proposed design with a conventional
airplane indicates the practicability of the design. No
further investig~tion of the general aerodynamic charac-
teristics of the lii’%ing-body t~pe of airplane is con-
sidered necessary.

.

INTRODUCTION

At the request of the Army Air Forces, Alr Techni~al .
Service Command, e preliminary investigation of the dr

?%of several configurations of a lifting-body cargo airpl e
was conducted in the Lan,gleystability tunnel.
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In order to Investigate the aerodynamic character-
istics of such a cargo airplane, an analysls was made of
the per~ormance and of the longitudinal stability and
control cberacterlstics of a speclfi.c design. The methods
usqd and assumptions Involved in the anslysls are presented
in the ap~endices. The stebll-lty and control analysis
considered .malnly the effect of body location End centar-
of-grevlty location on the t~ll aree required.

COrEFFICI.WT9 A?YDS2%H?OLS

The coefficients and symbols used in this report are
defined es follows:

L lift

D drag

M pitching moment measured nbcut quarter-chord point

CL lift coefficient = Aqs

clJ drag coefficient = ~

CDO profile-drsg coefficient

cm pitchin~-mor.ent coefficient about qumter-chord
M

point = -
qsc

Cm. pitching-moment coefficient at

s projected area

gf wing arsa not coverod by cargo

g II projected ereq of test models

c chord

b Spm

2 distance of tail
quarter-chord

a distance of body
quarter-chord

quarter-chord
point

quarter-chord
point

zero lift

body

point

point

from wing

ahead of wing
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ai

Aaf
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1

c

distance of center of gravity behind wing quarter-
-ohord point

distance of neutral point behind wing quarter-chord
point

distance of center cf gravity behind cargo body
quarter-chord point

flight range

horsepower

aspect ratio

wei~ht

weight 01’fuel

fuel consumption rate

dynamic pressure =
12
yv

airspeed

air denatty

engine-a:”opeller efficiency

angle of’attack

section angle of at:ack

Induced angle of attack

effective chsnqe in aqcle of zero lift due to flap
deflection

dCL

da

angle of deflection of flsp or control surface

angle of incidence

downwash angle at tail
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b refers to cargo body

c+b refers to car~o body md bocms
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f

c

n

e

w

ml

1

2

3

refers to horizontal tail

rel’ers to vertical hsll

refers to flep

refers to cargo

refers to engine nacelles

refers to airplane with cargo body off

refe~s to wing, when used, otherwise wing parameters
have no subscripts

refers to scele model

refers to the spenwlse portion of wings without flaps

refers to the flepped soa.nwiseportion of the wing
outside the slipstream

refers to the spenwzse portion of the wing in the
slipstream

?!ODELS

Tests were made on simplified models representing
several configurations of a carso airplano using a large-
chord short-span eirfoll-sheped body and twin booms. The
body had a section witk a 0.25c maximum thlclmess at 0.40c
md a meximum camber of 0.02c at 0.40c; the chord c
wss 30.2 Inches md the span was varlod; 4-,12-,end 22-inch
suans were tested. The body-boom combinations, body alone~
and booms ~lone were tested on the wings. ~ one of the
tests of the booms, the wing chord between the booms was
increased by extending the leading edge 23 percent. For
compsrlson, tests were also made on more conventional
bodies; one of’

z
by 7.55-inch rectangular cross section,

and another of -inch-diameter circular cross section,

.
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geometrically simllm to tlw fuselage of the Douglas C-74.
--- --Theconventional bodies have,.c.argooapaclties approxi-

mately eque.1to that of the 4-inch cargo body. Illus-
trations of these models are shown In figures 1, 2, 3, 4S ~
and 5.

All the bodies were tested on the same 12-inch-chord
dural airfoil of NACA 4318 section, which completely
spanned the tunnel. The cargo-body models were mounted
so thst their quarter-chord points were 6.58 inches ahead “
of the wing querter-chord point. The right end of the
airfoil pessgd through the tunnel wall and was fastened
to the balance frame outside the tunnel. The gap around
the win

7
where it passed through the tunnel wall was

about 1 16 inch wide. The left end of the airfoil came
almost to the tunnel wall, lsaving approximately a l/16-inch
gap between the wing md the wall. This end of the alr-
fcil was mounted on the balance frame by means of a shaft
which was fastened to the end of the wing and passed
through the tunnel wall. The construction of the wing
and mount can be seen in figure 2, and a model with the
same configuration as shown in figure 2(a) is shown
mounted in the tunnel in :Igura 50

TESTS AND RESULTS

The tests were made in the 6- bT 6-foot test section
of the Langley stability tunnel at a constant dynamic
pressure q of 64.3 pounds per s uare foot, corresponding

~to a Reynolds number of 1.4.4x 10 based on the l-foot
wing chord. Measurements were me.de of lift, drag, and
pitching moments. The data wgre corrected for tunnel=
wall effects and &re presented in standard NAOA coefficient
form.

The ~esults ●of the tests are shown In figures 6
through lb. A resume of the tests and results is given
in the following table:
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M~del configuration Figure no.

Wing clone 6

‘wing+
Vihg +
wing +

-Wing+

Wing +
‘Wing+
wing +

Wing +

22-inch csrgo body + boas

}
12-lncn cergo body + booms iw = 0°
~-inch cargo bcdy + booms

7

22-inch cargo bcd;~+ boo~ls,” iw = 0°, 2~0, 5° 8

22-inch body

}

12-itch body iw = 0°
)+-ircilbody

1boons at 22-inch s~sc.hl~ constant
chord vi~~g

‘/iing+ bo\_5T13

}

at L2-inch suecing constent 1
chord wir:g w= 0°

Wins + booms e.tJ-inch spacing constsnt
chord wing J

‘%lng alone
Wing + 12-inch cergo body + booms
Win? + 12-irch cergo body

1

Winq + booms at 12-inch snacinfl cu.lstsnt 5W = 0°
chord w~ng

Wing + boom at 12-inch specin:~ incressed
chord wing between booms

~-inch conventional body, iw = 0°

Circulsr body,

Circular body,

Wing alone
Wing + J-inch
Win:!+ s-inch

10
high wing, iw = 0°, ~ , 5°

10
low wing, iw = O“J 2= J 5°

1
cmgo body + booms
cor.ventional body ilV= 0°

1%’in~+ circulsr body, high wing
V#ing+ circular bo~y, low V:ing J“

Wing + 22-inch corgo %ody + booms

}
Wing + 22-inch cargo body + booms iw = 0°

extended T.ti.

9

10

11

12

13

4

15

16
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The tests-on the wing alone cen be considered as tWo--..-
dfim-nsiofialte’sts~ .end the”data in f$~re -6-are -section
date. The other tests are of threq-dimensi onal bodies
superimposed oria two-dimensional wing.

The data presented in figures 8 end 13 cannot be
compared directly with the other data presented, .since
the tests from which the results on these two figures
were obtained were run with the gap around the wtig at
the tunnel wall sealed. These two”figures are comparable
only within themselves. to show the effects of wing tici-
dence. til other data were obtained with the Lzaparound
the wing unsealed.

DISCUSSION

Test Data

The drag data from the tests were broken up into
several components to determine where the drag could be
reduced. All the drag coefficients were based on the wing
area of 6 square feet. Figure 17 shows the values of
r.inimum dreg coefficient of the various components of the
cargo airplane. The variation of the cargo-body drag
increment with body width (from fig. 9) was not zero when
extrapolated to zero body width. The skin friction of
the sides of the cargo body was calculated at a Reynolds
number based on the test airspeed and body chord, assuming
a turbulent boundary layer on the body sides. The computed
skin-friction drag coefficient coincided with the drag
increment at zero body width.

From the tests of the booms alone on the wings (see
fig. 10); the dreg of the booms was found to be independent
of the boom sp~cing. Also, there seemed to be no drag
titerference between the booms and cargo body, because
the increment of drag added by the booms was the same
whether or not the.cargo body was present. This can be
Seen clearly in figure 17.

Tuft studies were made ’and showed that the flow at
the trailing edge of the sirfoil-section cargo body was
always seperated. The flow on the upper surface was
se arated to some extent near the trailing edge even at
-8B angle of attack. This separated flow occurred on the
body when tested either with or without the booms. In

I . — ——— —
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.“an attempt to eliminate the flow separation, the c~go-
body length was Increased 10 percent by exl%ndtig th~
trailing edge es shown in figure 1, thereby reducing-the”
trailing-edge angle from 500 to about 30°. Tuft tests
showed thet this modification eliminated the flow sepa-
ration on the upper surface for the negative mgle-of-
attack range, and made it less widespread for small “
positive angles of attack. Force tests showed that the
drag was decreased in the minimum drag range. The
results of these force tests are shown in figure 16.

In figure 11, it can be seen that ths booms ”have
some interference effect on the pitching moments of the
cargo body. Adding the booms to the wing and cargo-body
combination produced a pitching-moment increment greeter
than that produced by adding the booms to the wing done.
This is probably a result of the Interference effects
between the forward portion of the cargo body and the
large portion of the booms extending in front of the cargo
body.

7

malysis
,,

.

The data were applied to an analysis of the perform=
ante md the longitudinal stability and control character-”
istlcs of a full-size cargo airplane utillzing the airf’oil-
shaped cargo body. However, no attempt was”made to esti-
mate tklecontrol forces. The specific design chosen for
analysis was suggested by Col. C. F. Greene, Lieison
Officer betwean the Air Technical Service Command and the
Langley Laboratory of the National Advisory Commi$tee”for
Aeronautics. The characteristics of the airplane are as
follows:

The airplane considered is a four-engine highywing
cargo carrier, designed to accommodate bulky and heqvy
equipment and material. The body for carrying the cargo,
which is detachable for simple and rapid loeding and
unloading, has an airfoil-shaped longi”tudjnal sectio-n.
The remaining portion of the airplane is a complete”flyable
unit in itself. A three-view drawing of the basic airplane
is shown in figure 18, and the mein dimensions are listed
in table I.

,

The methods used in the analysis and the values
assumed or estimated for the various par.bmeters are given-.
in appendix
some of the

A. AKIanalysis of the test”data to justify
assumptions made is given in appendix B.

-. —
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The values given in table II and in figures 19
thrgqgh 22 =Q only app,roximatlons, since the drag data.. . . ------
were estimated, or taken from low Reynolds number te8ts
of a simple body end boom combination mounted on a
constant-chord wing which cofipletely spanned the wind
tunnel. In order to justify the method used in estimating
the drag characteristics, a ltft-drag polar was estfnated
for the Douglas C-74, using the test data in figure 14 for
t~~ model with the circular fuselage end low wing at

~“ incidence. In figure 19, this polar is compared with

data obtained from tests of a complete C-74 model. The
com arlson between the co~puted and measured drags of the
c “-i! indicates that the method of estimating the drag Is
aatiafactory.

Perfomnance.- The drag of the complete airplane was
estimated, as sho’wnin appendix A, from tb-etest data, with
a suitab].e allowance mada for the decrease in drag when
booms not extending in front of tlhebody are used. The
estimated lift-dr~g polars for ths complete sirplene, and
the Pirplene with the cargo body removed end the drag
equivalent of flat plstes of O-, 50-, ar.ti100..squfiro-foot
are~s pl~ced between the booms to represent lsrge items
of cargo hung from the wing but not enclosed in the body,
are shown in figure 20.

It is desirehle to compare the lifting-body type of’
airplfinewith a more conventional cargo eirplane in order
to show their relative porformence. The C-74 cargo air-
plmep however, cannot be used for this ca~ariacm because
the sizes and wing loadings are differant for ths two air-
planes. In order to compare the two types of eirplane on
the same basis, ths polar was estimated for an airplane
with a fuselage similar to thc,tof a C-74, but with a cargo
vol~e~ gross wei6ht~ and wing size and plan form the same
as those of the lifting-body design. The drag coefficients
of the airplane are compered with those Gf the lifting-
body airplane in figure 20. The minimum drag coefficient
of this comparison eir}>lenewas slightly lower than that
of the cmnplete cargo airplane (0.0223 as compared with
0.0237).

Power required versus speed curves were drawn from
the estimated lift-drag polars. A power available versus
speed curve for normal reted power (8800 bhp) was estimated
from the engine-propeller characteristics. The estimated
power curves and a curve showing the power required to
overcome the induced drag at a wing loading of 40 pounds
per square foot is shown h figure 21.
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Also shown is the power required for the large conven-
tional ty_peof airplane for comparison. This conven-
tional.type is the one mentioned previously, which has a
fusel~ge similar to that or the C-7]+but with its weight
and wings the same as those of the lifting-body csrgo
airplane.

The see-level performance of the cargo airplens was
estim~ted from the power curves for three conditions:
body on, design gross weight; body on, light losd (as at
the end of a lon,g-ran~e flight); and”body of’f,light load.
The cargo loEd versus range characteristics at constant
brake horsepower and ~t constant lift coefficient, which
are presented in the form of cu.wes In figure 22, were
estlm~ted from the power curves and l’uelconsumption data
of the eng~.ne at mlnumum horse.~ower required (476o bhp)
end at bOXl bhp and at the mexlmum 11~’t-drag ratio. FILght
at the maxim.um lift-drag ratio represents the most effi-
cient flying conditions, and the m.axlmum rmge ~or any
loading may be attained hy this method. However, it is
easier for the pilot to fly at constant brake horsepower,
since this requires a single throttle setting and no
adjustments of power during fllght.

The landlng speed was also estimated. The maximum
lift coefficient was obtained frofifiqure 6, and en incre-
ment in section llft coefficient resulttig from e flap
deflection of about 50° was estim~ted from data in refer-
ences 1 and 2. Tlie effect of hnlf rated power on the
maximum lift coefl’iciant wes obtained from data on tests
of powered models of multi~mrlne airplanes. This lift
coefficient detemined the lmding speed.

The maximum level speed, ma.timum rate of climb,
speed for best climb, and lending speed for the three
loading conditions mentioned above and also the maximum
range for threa f’lylngconditions are presented in table II.
The values given are for sea-level performance.

F@Ure 21 seems to Indicete that greater power ‘would
be required by the convenhional~body airplane thm by the
lifting-body sirnlane at low speeds, but actually this
would probably not be so. The model from which the drag
coefficients for the conventional body were estimated had
no fillets, end with the.type of fuselage-wing juncture
used, proper filleting would greatly reduce the drag, and
hence the power required at low speeds. Thus, to be fair,
the low-speed characteristics should not be compared
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directly, and, therefore, the range, lsnding speed, and
-,. -rabe of olimb should not-be estimated for the corlventlonal-

body airplane from the power curves shown. However, at
high speeds, where the filleting has little effect, the
power curves for both types of cargo airplane are very
closely similar, indicating that the fuselage shape in
this case makes only a small difference in the performance.

Lon itudinal stability and control.- The estimated
longl-~fi~~r~~~acteristics are
summarized In the form of horizontal-tail area required
for various cargo-body locations. The most critical
requirements were for stability with the cerlterof gravity
In its most rearw~rd pcsiticn =md for trim in the land~ng
attitude with a fixed stabilizer with the center of gravity
in its most forw~rd positior!. TLe tail araa required for
any body-wing cor?fi~retian end contgr-of-gravity range
is showm In figure 25. Tne curves sloping downward to the
right indicate the tail area required for pcwer-Gff neutral
stsbillty; the curves sloping upward to the ri~ht indi-
cate the tail area requires to trim the airplane in the
lending condition with the body m, fully lo~ded; the
horizontal line indicetes the tail are~ required to trim
the airplane for l&ading with the cargo body off. The
dotted lines have the same significance as the solid lines,
except that the;~show the tail aree required with all the
centers of gravity in their norm~l positions. The normal
centers of gravity ere:

Airplane,body off 30 percent M. A.C.

Cargo body 35 Percent body chord

cargo 35 percent body chord

The center of gravity of the airplane with the body
off was varied *5 percent mean aerodynamic chord, and the
cargo center of gravfty was varied *5, *1O, *15, *20,
and *25 percent mean aerodynamic chord from the normal
position. The body-off center of gravity was considered
to be in its maximum forward position when the cargo was
forward, end vice versa.

With the body off, and for the center-of-gravity
range chosen, the minimum tail area required to trim the
airplane in landing is 18.8 percent of the wing area, the
absolute minimum of tail area required for the airplane
regardless of’cargo center-of-gravity position or body
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location. Howevor, the restrictions imposed by the cargo
center-of-grmity position or body location may require
a larger minimum tail area. For example, suppose the
m~ximum rearward cargo center-of-gravity shift is limited
to 15 percent mesn aerodynamic chord and the maximum
i’orwsrd shift to 20 percent mean eerodynemlc chord. The
body position at which the same tell area wiil be just
sufficient for botk stRbllity and trim will be found at
the point of intersection of the curves in figure 23 for
Lhe cargo cente~ of gravity 15 mrcent behind and 20 per-
cent ahead of the normal ce~iter of gravity. The minimum
teil aree required for this condition is 19.9 percent of
the wing aren, end t.haLody locatlon to w.eet these con-
ditions is s~lcnthst the body quarter-chord point is
9 percent mean aerodynamic chord akead of the wing quarter-
chord point. If the body is loc~ted farther ahead of the
wing, n larger tail are~ wIL1 be required to trim the air-
plene for lsnding; this tail area will be more than suf-
ficient to give neutral stabllitiy. If ths ~axinmm forw~rd
location of the cargo center cf gravity In the above
exmmle is restricted to 10 percent aheed or the normal
position, then the minimkm tell ar~a is governed by the
requiremmts for landing with the body off, and will be
independent of body locstion, as long as the body quarter-
chord point is located bet~reen 12 and 16.5 percent mean
aerodynamic chord ehead cf the winE quarter-chord point.

The curves in figure 23, however, are ganerally
ap~licable only to pc’.ver-offflight, since the efi’ects
of power ‘we~eneglected in the calculations on which the
curves were bassd. Ths effects or power would be difficult
to determine without i~.~king further tests. Probably, how-
ever, with power m, the tail area required for stability
would be increased while ths teil &rea requi~ed for trim
would be decreasad+ Fi~ure 23 shows that the effect on
the minimum tail area rea-uirea will depend on the relative
ms~itude of the stsbility and trim effects of power, but
regardless of the relative magnitude of these efi’ects,
the body locetion that requires the smallest teil area
will be further forwerd then indicated in figure 23.

EL figure 2!+is shown the variation of the center of
grwity of the complete eirplene with cargo-body location
for di.~ferent cargo center-of-gravity lo~atioris. The
cargo-body loc~tion and center-of-grevity locations
correspond to those shown in figure 23 on the curves which
indicate the tall erea required for neutral stability.
Since the center-of-gravity location In e neutrally stable
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airplane corresponds to the ai.rplane?sneutral point,
tne..~enter. of.gravity of the airpl~e from l?igure * cor-
responding to any given ca-?go bo~ and cargo location will
g~ve the neutral point corresponding to the horizontal tail
area found In figure 23 frm the same cargo body and cargo
locatlon. Thus , the power-off neutral point of the cargo
airplane may be found by use of figures 23 and 2)+,

Once the neutnel poirt is determined, the static
margin i’or any center-of-gravity locatlon may be ascertained
by finding the distance between the neutral point and the
center of grwity. Figure ~ may be used for finding the
static margin for ary of the con.~itions in the range cov-
ered by this figure. Howev9r, to be perfectly general for
any combination of centers of gravity of tineempty airplane
and c&-~c ls~d, the center of grairlty d’ the ccnmlcte airplane
may be calculated by use of equation (A-b) in spper.dix A.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The performance mil longitudinal stability and control
ch~racterlstlcs estimated in this report ere only approxi-
mations, neglecting certain f~ctors md reeking assumptions
or estimations of othe.-s. However, a comgarlscm of the
polprs obtelneciby the method of enplysis used with experi-
mental results ob~nir-ed for a complete model of a specific
airplane shows th~t the r.ethod will @ve reasonably good
comparative performance estimates. Comparison of the
power curves for the nroposed design with those for a
conventional airnlane of the same size indicates no great
difference in potential performance. The anFlysls also
indicates thet stability and control problems are rtomore
difficult to solve than for other large airplanes. There-
fore, no further investigation of the general aerodynamic
characteristics of’the lifting-body type of eirplane is
considered necessary; however, tne usual wind-tunnel tests’
of a powered model of any specific design would still be
desirable.

On the bssis of the comparism made, any advantages
which the lifting-body type of cargo airplane may have
over the more conventional types are probably chiefly
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dependent on nonaerodynamic factors, wh!ch were not con-
sidered h thj.s report.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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APPENDIX A.-w . . .. . ..-
. .

PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS

(AU perf’ommce figures are at sea level. )

.- The minimnam profile drag was estimated by
-adding ncrements of drag coefficients due to wing, cargo

body, booms, tail,.end engine nacelles. The coefficients
were all based on the total wing area, includlng that
part within the boom and cargo body.

Wing increment =
‘Dow (!) = ‘coo’”+

where %ow = 0.0110 (fig.-6.)

s = 4375 Sq f%

500 is the wing srea within the cargo body.

Body and boom increment =
S~~Sb

C%c+b s~s
—— = 0.00961

where % = O.C)1O2. (See appendix E and fig. 17.)
oc+b

Sn = 6 Sq rt

s’~= 1.888 Sq ft

Sb = 1300 Sq ft

‘t+s ~ =.:0.00259Tail increment =
(

CDot ~

cDot Is the minimum profile-drag coefficient of NACA
.

0009 = 0.0074 (reference

st+~ = 35 percent S.

Engine nacelle increment =

“CD = 0.092 (reference
%

Sn = 15.9 Sq ft

3).

!!%
CD% S = O.QOl~ .

4)9
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Total minimum drag coefficient:

c~o = 0,00974 + CI.00961+ 0.00259 + o.!)cJlfi= 0.0253

The minimum profile-drag cosff’icient for t~le Douglas
C-74 was calcul~ted In the s~,lemanner from data in i’ig-

ure ~ with the wiq inc?.clenceet ~“. These data are for

tests of e fuselege representing the C-74, and the mbimurn
mofile drag is

CDO = c~ow + body increment + toil i~crement + engine.
nacelle increment = 0.024.5

CDOW = 0.0110

120dY inc~ement = s “
cDob ~ = 0.00833

Snti6sqft

~ Is the wing erea which a scale model with the
sane body would have = 3.6 sq ft

Tail increment =
St
— = 0.00286cDot S

where the ratto of’tqil to wing ~rea corresponds to that
of the full-size airplene.

Nacelle Increment = ~Do @n
— = 0.00234

~s

Lift-drag polars.- The estlm.ated lift-drag polar for
the D~las C-74 is shown In figure 19. With it are shown
experimental values”of the lift and drag of a complete
model of the C-74. These experimental data were obtained
at approximately the same Reynolds number and turbulence
factor as the present tests. The disagreement between
the estimated and experimental polars at high llft
coefficients results from the fact that the data in
figure 14 were obtained from tests of a low-wing and
circular-fuselage model without fillets at the wind-
fuselage juncture, which leads to early separation and
high drag at moderately high angles of attack. The
agreement between the estimated and experimental values
throughout most of the llft range indicates that the
method used for obtaining the lift-drag polars is fairly
good .
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A llft-profile-drag polar was drawn approximately
p*alldl to the polars” in figure 7 for the wing 12-inch
body-boom combination, but using the minimum drag coef-
ficien t estimates above. The induced drag of tti wing,

c~2
equal to

GA— ) was added to the values of drag obtained

from this polar where CT, is the lift coefficient corre-
sponding to the profile -drag coefficient on the polar,
and A is the wing aspect ratio of 9.15.

In figure 20, the complete airplane lift-drag polar
is shown, and with it are compered the polars for the
cargo eirplane with the body off, and with the body replaced
by drag equivalent to flat pletes of 50 and 100 square
feet.

In order to meke the compariscm between tkm lifting
body and the conventional body directly, the dreg was
est5mated for an airplane with a body the shape of that
of the C-74 but with a cargo space, gross weight, and
wing area the same ss th~t of the lifting-body eirplane
being considered. The calculations were made in the same
manner as above, and the minimum profile-drag coefficient
was estimated to be 0.0217. Using the lift-profile-drag
nolar from figure 14 as before and adding the wing induced
drag, the velue of minimum drag coefficient was found to
be 0.0223, and the complete polar is shown in figure 20.

Power cuznves.- The horsepower required was calculated
from he relati onship:

cD(sp/2)v3
hpr = —

550
(A-1)

where CD drag coefficient

s = 4375 Sq ft

P = 0.002378 SIU~CU

at a given lift coefficient

f%

v = airspeed, ft/see; calculated from
coefficient for wing loadings of 40 lb/sq ft
loaded airplane, 25 lb/sq ft for the lightly
plane, and 20 lb/sq ft for the airplane with

tke given lift
for the fully
loaded air-
the body off.

The horsepower-available curve was prepared from an en ine-
%propeller characteristic chart for full rated power (~ 00 hp).

The power curves are slmwn in figure 21.
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maximum speed occurs where the
equal to the available horsepower,

that is, where the power ‘curves intersect. The speed for
the best climb occurs at t~L8 speed where the difference
between the horsepower available and the horsepower required
is greatest, and can be found from the power curves where
the difference In ordinates is greatest. To find the maxi-
mum rste of climb, the maximum excass horsepower Is
multiplied by 55G to get foot-pound per second units of
power and divided by the weight of the all’plane to get
the rate of climb in feet per second.

“Th”erange wcs calculated at the meximum lift-drag
ratio and at two values of constant brake horsepower, the
minimum brake horsepower required for the fully loaded
airulane and an arbitrery vslue of 6000 brdm horsepower.
The-minimum brake horsepower requirad (4760 bhp) wak
obtained from figure 21 by ciividing the minimum value
the horse~ower-requires curve by the engine-propeller
efficiency. In figure 22 Is shown the maximum range
the airplane can be flown with any weight of cargo,
assuming an initial gross weight of 175,000 pounds.

of

that

The range at constant lift-drag ratio was calculated
from the following equetion:

(A-2)

where L/D is the maximum lift-drag retio obtained from
figure 19, T = 0.84, f = 0.47

At constmt power, the rsnge was calculated from
the equetion

Wpxv
R=-

fxhp
(A-3)

where V is an average betv,een the till loaded end empty
speeds for the given horseno~er (fig, 20)

f = o.~6 at 4760 bhp

G.53 at 6000 bhp
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,, ..,, .. . Landing speed.- The ~xlmum lift ooefflolent of 1.35
was obtained from figure 6, and the increment ifisection
lift coefficient of 1.15 caused by the flaps was estimated
from references 1 and 2. ~ ass~tion was made that
landings would be made with half rated power, and the
effects of power on the maximum lift coefficients obtain-
able were estimated from data on tests of several powered
wind-tunnel models. It was assunmd that the effect of
propeller operation was to inorease the dynamic pressure
over that part of the wing immersed in the slipstremb
The data used for the specifio calculations were taken
from the afore-mentioned tests of the Douglas C-74 since
the c-74. used the same type of engine and is almost.as
large as the cargo mirplme considered in this report.
The effective increase in dynamic pressure in the
slipstream was calculated as follows:

At a given angle oi’attack, the difference between
the lift coefficients with the power off end the lift
coefficients with power on was measured for several model
configurations. Assuming that the additional lift with
the power on came only Srom that part of the wing immersed
in the slipstream encithat the power-off lift coefficient
was uniform across the span (since the model hed full-span
flarm), the measured lift coefficient increment was
divided by the frection of the wing area immersed in the
slipstream and added to the power-off lift coefficient
and this sum was divided by the power-off lift coefficient
to get the ratio or dynamic pressure in the slipstream
to the free-stream dynamic pressure, which proved to
be 5/3. The process was then reversed to get the lift
coefficient of the part of the cargo eirplane wing Inmersed
In the slipstream. The maximum lift coefficient was then
obtained by adding the lift as follows:

where CL1 is the meximum section lift coefficient

without flaps = 1“35s ~d CL2 is the maximum section

lift coefficient with flaps deflected = 2.50
S1
—= 0.429
s
S2
— = 0.206
s
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~ = 0.365
s

The additional lift due to the cargo body was not
considered, since it was assumed that this would be
nullified by the negative lift required for trim.

This Rives a m~x~mum lift coefficient of 2.62. The
landlng sp~ed in miles psr hour 1s given by

/

—.

v =,
J91W
c~s

~
r

where S is the wing loading.

For wing loedings of 40 pounds per squere foot (full
10ad), 25 ~Ounds per squere foot (lig:t load, body on),
and 20 pounds per squsr? fcot (light load, body off), the
landing speeds are 78, bl, and 55 miles per hour, respec-
tivel~.

The setting of the wing relative to the body was
chosen to give a uniform spanwise lift distribution in
the vicinity of the cargo body at a cruising lift coef-
ficient of 0.75 to secure as high a lift-drag ratio es
possible. This setting was obtained as follows:

Po. = Cfw

kzw

i~=~-ah”=
and bdy. C~

wing ticidence

sngle ketween the zero-lift lines of wtig

= 0.0828 for wing and 0.040 for body. The

was estimated to be 3°9

STABTLITY AND Cf?KTR~LCALCULATIONS

In the stability snd control analysis, the geometric
configurations ~reviously described and the maximum cargo
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load of 40 percent of the gross weight were assumed. lh
--addition”,-.the followimg approximations- end ,assumptlons
were made:

The effects of power were neglected.

The effect of the vertical location of the
center of gravity was nsglected.

c~ of the wing end tail were 0.0828 and

0.0720,respectively, teken from section data (refer-
ence 3) and cornected for the assumed aspect ratio.
The ground effect on these lift-curve slopes was
small and, therefore,neglected.

c~ = 0.04. The basis for this assumption is
b

given In appendix B.

The aerod~emic centers of’the wing,
teil were considered to be at their respective
chord points.

Cmo = -0.076

Cmob = -00100

Cmot = O

@l = 0.9

&c= is 0.5

The reduction iIldownwash

in free air and
the ground.

near the ground

body, and
quarter-

0.15 neer

was estimated
from refarance 5. The value of 0.5 in ffieeair was “
obtained from an analysis of pitc~ng-moment data for en
airplane of similer configuration= It was assumed that
the trailing vortices shed by the cargo body would cause
a downwash over tho central portion of the tail and an
upwash over the part of the tail outside the booms, so
that the averege effective downwash on the tail would be
untifected by the presence or nbsence of the cargo body.

References 6 and 7 indicate an elevator effectiveness
of 0.7 for the tall configuration used. Data from tests
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of a tall oonft~ation similar to that of
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the airplane
under consldera~lon were used to find the maximum tail
lift coefficient for the landing condition. Estimating
the angle of’attack of the tail by:

[(ac\ ?)E
at= a 1 - ai) ()]-Aaf~+~t (A-k)

~d using a r.eximum elevator defiectim of -25°, the lift
coefficient of the taii was estimated at -0=5”

The tail setting It was assumed to be fixed, and
to be set for trim witk zero ele~~etor deflection ~.ta
cruising lift coefficient of 0.75 with the centers of
gravity in their normal locations. This tail setting will
vary with body locstion and tail srea, but an evera,qe
value of about -70 was used. This corresponds to a setting
of about -3° with respect to the wing chord line.

Full flap deflection of 50° was assumed for the
landing condition. The center of pressure of the flap
lift was assumed to be at 0.55c. At full deflection,
a section lift coefficient increment due to the flaps
was estimated from references 1 and 2 to be 1.15, which
g~ves a value of 0.6s tor CLf based on the total wing

area.

a = 16° for the landing condition

s =43’75 Sqft, St = 3875 sq ft sines 500 sq ft of
wing area is within the cargo body

s
k=~= 1.129

Cb
— = 2.97
c

iw = 3°

~b
— = 0.297
c
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The oenter-of-gravity position varies with the cargo-body
... ---locationaccording to the following relationship:

% ~b a
~+~ +4%-5T ) (A-5)

location of the cargo ahead of its
normal position. The neutral point was calculated from
the following relationship: .

St is wed for calculations with the body on, end
S is used instead of S1 with the body off.

The tail area required fOi~stability is that area
which mlekeS ~ = x for a given cargo-body locetion.

To get the tail area required to trim the airplane
in the lsnding condition, the fallowing relationship
was used:

Sb~~+~+c C~~+kcLf~- 0.3)+ (a-iw)~C (a + x)
‘t~~b

—. .

ks
c 0“

—n J (A-7)

qt z-x
c~T.-

k was used for calculations with body on, and was
not used with body off.
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APPENDIX B

Tha drag data from tti tests were broken up Into
several components and plotted In figure 17 for analysis.

The cargo-body drag increment, when extrapolated to
zero body width, was not zero. The drag increment at
zero body width cohcided with the calculated skin friction
of the stales, as indlcatea in the discussion of the test
data. The min!mum profile drag of the cargo body was
estimated from figures 91 end 9Z of reference 3 and this
value was used to celculste the drag of the wing-body
combination with different body widths according to the
relation:

CD ~f + CDob Sb
Ow

CDO = —
s

The veription of this dra~ plus the skin friction
of the sides with body width compared with the rreasured
value of the drag of the wing-body combination is shown
in figure 17. There 1s a discrepemcy of about 0.0028
between the meesured end calculated values of minimum
drag coefficient at the largest body width. However, tu~t
tests msde on the model showed bpd flow breakaway around
the fairly blunt trailing edge of the bo~y, even at
negative angles of att~ck. The trailing-edge angle of
the body section used was about 50°, and additional tests
were mede with the treiling edge of the body extended to
form an angle of about 30°. Tuft tests indicated that
the flow was greetly im~roved, and force tests showed a
decree.se in minimum drag coefficient of 0.0030. (See
fig. 16.) These additional tests were made with the wing
22-inch body-boom combination and the measured value of
the drag is shown in figure 17. ‘Whenthe decrease in drag
of this combination is subtracted from the measured drag .

of the wing-body combin~tion, the agreement between the
measured and calculated drag is good. The dl~ference in
drag coefficient is 0.0002, which is less then the experi-
mental error involved.

It wes assumed that the reduction in drag caused
by extending the trailing edge of the body was due to the
reduction of tho trailing-edge angle to 30°. Since the
NACA four-digit series airfoils of 25 percent thickness
have a trailing-edge angle of about 30°, a section of
this type was chosen for the cargo-body configuration.
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..~~ther .consideretion involved in choosing t~ section
was that It had to enclo-se the wing”plus a cargonspace
about 10 feet high and 40 feet long. The NACA 6325 sec-
tion met these conditions, but this section had”to be
modified by reflexlng the trailing edge from the 60 per-
oent chord point back to allow ground clearance for the
body and booms during landing. This modification did not
affect the trailing-edge angle or the cargo space.
Regardless offthe spacing of the booms, the increment of
drag added to the wing by the booms is shown to be constant.
(See fig. 10.) The skin-fricticm drag of the booms was
calculated at a Reynolds number based on the test velocity
and.boom length, assuming a turbulent boundary layer along
the boom. The total drag coefficient increment of the two
booms was 0.0078, while the calculated skinmfriction incre-
ment was 0.0063, or about 81 percent of the total bGom
drag. The rest wes form and interference dreg.

The dreg of the wing-body-boom combination, from fig-
ure 7, was just the simple sum of the duags of the three
components. The d%i’ference between the drag of this
combineti(m and of the wing-body combination is constant
and equal to the Increment of drag of t-hebooms on the
wing alone. This indicates that the interference between
the body md the booms wes equal to the skin friction of
the sides of the body and the part of the booms not exposed
to the air stremfi.

The value of’ the carGo body-boom dra~ used in the
performance calcul~tions in appendix A was obtained as
follows:

The skin friction of booms similar to those shown in
figure 19 was calculated at a Reynolds number corresponding
to the test conditions. To this was added the form drag
and wing-boom interference, which were assumed to be the
same as for the large booms used in the tests. The inter-
ference between the booms and body was sssumed to be
reduced by an amount equal to the skin friction on the
body sides, and so the calculated drag of a cargo body of
the same span-chord ratio as that used in the cargo air-
plane analysis, not including the skin friction of the
sides, was edded to the boom drag. This drag coefficient
increment of the cargo body-boom combination Is shown in
figure 17, and Its value is 0.0102.

The slope of the lift curve of the cargo body is of
great interest in all the calculations. Therefore, the
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value Of this slope WES est~ated from the data of fig-
ures 6 and 9 and checked from simple theoretical con-
siderations.

The expertientally estimated slope was obtained by
subtracting the lift of the part of the wtig not covered
by the body from the lift of the wing-body combination
at the same engle of attack and ~etting the resultant body
lift coefficient based on the body aree. The lli’tcoef-
ficient of the body was then plotted sgainst the angle
of attack and the slope measured. The method of getting
the lift, by subtracting one large value from another to
get a smell increment, Is not very accurate; therefore,
the data obtelned did not give a very smooth curve. The
average slope for the 12-inchbodywas between 0.045 md 0.050.

The slope was then csclulated by replacing the wing
and the body with two simple, superimposed horseshoe
vortices, one representing the wing, and the other
representln,g the body.

The angles of attack induced by the vortices on the
wing and on the body are given by:

(L/b)w
a~=—

w fiqbw

aib = (@) b - (L/b)y

fiqbb

(B-1)

(B-2)

The angle of attack of the wing and body are given by:

aw = a. + a~w
w

‘ ab = a.
b

+ aiw + a~b

(B-5)

(B-4)

Assuming for the sake of simplicity that the wing is
at zero Incidence. and that the angle of attack of the
wing is not affected by the body vortex since the body
span is small compared to the Wing span, then aw = ab

and

aOw = aob + aib (B-5)
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substituting fOr aik from (B-2)
... u

aOw ‘“aob +

assuming that the section
and body are equal to 2ti

‘Ob

.

(@)b - (L/b)w
mqbb

lift-curve slopes of both wing
per radian,

but

27

= Ob (I/b)w
——
Cw aow

combining (B-6) and (B-7)9

%+
Lb

aOw = aob +
‘q b

aow

then combining (B-8) and

=Ow = aob +

(B-6)

Now

()%-aowaob Cw

a.
w

Ww = 2mqcw

(%-~),.
*. CQ

\bb(aob cw - sow,

(B-7)

(B-8)

(B-9)

(B-1O)
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C%zb aob—=—
c% =Ow

w

Therefore, combining (B-1O) and (B-n),

(3-11)

(3-12)

For the test conditioriswith the 12-inch body,
1+2X12—.

c% = 0.096 = 0.0477 per degree
b ~ + 2 :270.2

12—

which checks very well with the e~erimental value esti-
m.atadfrom figure 12. The corresponding value for the
full-scale airplane configuration is

Ck.
= 0.0352. The

u
vilue used in the analysis was slightly nigher, since it
was assumed that the booms would increese this velue
slightly,

As an additional check, the angle of zero lift of
the wing-bod~ c~,binations tested was calculated and
compared with the measured velues.

cfL c~b Sb + aLow c~w ‘wob
aLo = (B-13)

CL s~ + c% Sw
ab w

where Is the angle ofaLob zero lift of e conventional

NACA section having approximatel~” the same thickness end
mean camber line es the c~wgo-body section, = -2.0°.
aLo is the wing angle of zero lift from figure 6, = -4.10”.

w

Ck. Is the value calculated for each body width.

The”comparison between measured ”snd calculated values of
the zero lift angle is shown In table III.

I
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TABIZ I
., -- .,... ,

Specifications of proposed cargo

weights

Empty airplane with no cargo body .
Cargo body ”....... .. . . . .
Cargo and/or fuel..... . . . .
Crew, oil, and fuel (idnh~) . . .

MR Ko. L5E09a

airplane desigp:

Pounds Percent
of gross

80,000 ~Wl
: 17,500
. 70,000 40
“_uQ 4.29

Gross 175,000 100.00

will&
Area (Includin? area coverad by ‘body),sq ft . ● 4375
Span, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200
Aspect ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...5.15
Mean aerodynp~c chord, ft . . . . . . . . . . . 21.
Airfoil section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NACA 431z
Incidence (between wing chord line and
body chord line) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..2°

Wing f1aps
Taps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . slotted
Chord . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 percent wing chord
span . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 percent wing span
lmgular deflection . . . . . . . . . . 500 down max.

Body
Area, si ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1300
Span, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20
Chord, ft ...,..... . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
Section . . . . . . . . . . . . . NACA 6z25 (modified)
Cargo space, ft (approximately) . . . 40 by 20 by 10

Horizontal tail (orlglnel dssiz)
Area . . . . . .

span, ft . . . .
Chord, ft . . . .
Wpect ratio . .
Airfoil section .
Elevator mea . .

Tail length (from
to c/?.+of tail)

— —
. . . . . .

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

. . . . . ,

. . . . . .

. . . . . ●

c~ of wing
. ...* ●

900 sq ft 20.6 percent
wing area

8980 64
● .*9
.Nki ok:;

390 sq ft 43.5 percent
tail area

● m 70 ft 320 percent
M.A.C.
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TABLE I - Concluded
....- -..,, ,, ..-

E@nes
Type. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Wright R-3350
lXunber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Take-off horsepower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2300
Normal rated horsepower . . . . . . . 2200 at 2500 ft

Propellers
Numberofblades . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

kDismeter,ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1

Normal centers of’~avlt~
Alrpl~r.ecer.terof gravity, bod~ off. . at 30 percent

li.A.Ca
Center of Gravity of cargo body . . . . at 55 percent

of body chord
Center of gravity of cargo . . . . . . St 75 percent

01’boiy chord

YATIUEAL ADVISORY
COXYITTEE FCR AER~lTi’,UTICS
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TAFZE II
,

LOad
condition

.— —.—

Body on,

Y
ro3s w@ght
175,000 lb)

Body on,
l!.ghtload
(110,000 lb)

Body off,
light load
(37,500 lb)

.— —--

?~ex~mum
levei
speed
(mqh)

—

209

216

231

—_ ._. - — - —.-.—— — —
1

?taxlmmi
rete Ofi
cljmb I
(f pm )

Speed for
best climl

(mph)

——. —
~---–--–-

1
637 .1 42

I

465 . 123

2060 125
I

Lanolin::speed~ Naximum range at
i

puw=r
‘ate~-~w.x,L/Dlbkh. bphlc6000 b@

{Wnnk\ I (17.1) (4760] I Y

with llz
-------

\.+,LL)
~ (miles) I (tiles) I (mile9)

-— ---- ———
----–--t-y--

i

i

61
i
I
I

I
i

55 I

I

6410 II

I

5400 I

aAt sn average cruis!ng speed of 135 rrilesper hour

bAt an average cruising speed of 1~~ miles per hour

cAt an average cruising speed of 18o miles per hour

4350
,

i

[

NATIONAL ADVISORY ;
COXMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS ‘
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TABLE III

Body width

(in.)

4

12

22

Calculated aLo

(deg)

Experimental aL
o

(deg)

-3.98

-3.68

-3.31

-4.0

-397

NK1’IONAL ADVISCRY
CONMIT’TH FOR AERONAUTICS

.
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Fig ure 1.- C~Fgo -bo~’ and boom models.
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(b) Wing and 22-inchcargobody.
r
~
o

F@xre 2.- Continued. g



(c) Wing and booms.

Figure 2.- Continued.
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(d) Wing and booms, withincreasedchord wing betweenbooms.

Figure2;- Concluded.
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(a) Conventional rectangular body.

Figure 4.- Conventional body configurations tested.
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(b) High wing and circular body.

Figure 4.- Continued.
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(c)
~

Low wing and circular body. ●

P
Figure 4.- Concluded. E
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(a) Frontview.

Figure5.- Cargo model mounted in wind tunnel.
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